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Friendship Songs
By Mrs. Shoshana Kruger
Grade Level: Elementary, Middle School
Description:
These two songs about friendship are set to popular tunes and contain
meaningful lessons. The first song reminds students to put themselves in their
friend’s place while the second is about pursuing Shalom (peace). Great for
Sefiras Ha’omer, Bein Hamitzarim (Three Weeks), or any time of year!
Goals/Objectives:
Students will sing about the Shalom to internalize important aspects of this
Midda.
Instructions:
1. Discuss the importance of Shalom and give examples.
2. Teach the meaning of all Hebrew words/Pesukim mentioned in the song.
3. Teach the song line-by-line.





Tune: (S. Dachs - Aveenu CD)

Lyrics by Morah Shoshana Kruger
Baltimore, MD

Someone’s hurt, there’s a girl all alone
Another’s sick and for days she’s home
Stop, look, think carefully:

What would be if that were me!
A friend’s milk spilled on the floor
Her skirt got caught and then it tore
Stop, look, think carefully:

What would be if that were me!
Lend a hand, do not delay
Be very careful with the words you say
When respect of friends is shown
It’s as precious as your own

A friendly smile, a warm hello
Will cause the FRIENDSHIP to grow

FRIENDSHIP SONG

Lyrics by Morah Shoshana Kruger
Baltimore, MD
Tune: ’

HI ! its such a simple word to say
HI ! it sure can make someone’s day
So when this message of SHALOM you send
You can make a brand new friend.

To rebuild the Bais HaMikdosh






At school, in the street, and at home.
From try to stay away
It’s worth going out of your way
Getting along with others is a PEACE of cake
Do it for shalom’s sake!

The words we say should be sweet
Each person is special whom we meet
With an ayin tova, take a look, and then
You’ll find the good in your friend

